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What is Ice Hockey?

 Ice Hockey is the fastest team sport in the world 

 It has almost 2 million players, of all ages, participating 
worldwide

 It is a fast-paced, team sport built on skill, speed, 
discipline and teamwork. 

 It is a game that requires quick thinking and fast 
reactions along with the development of many special 
skills such as skating, puck handling and shooting
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Excellence: To be good.  Players want to master the 
skills and excel at hockey

Affiliation: To form friendships.  Players want to be 
accepted as members of the team and to 
be appreciated by team-mates. 

Sensation: Experience; Players want to be provided 
with enjoyable and exciting experiences

Success: To receive recognition.  Players like 
acknowledgement for their achievements 
in hockey

Why Players Play

First and foremost:
To have fun 

Ice Hockey Values

The fundamental values of life form the character traits
that are a necessity for a person to live a rewarding
life. These same ideals are the basis of the values of
ice hockey.

Our goal is not only to produce good ice hockey
players but also to help develop well rounded people,
who will be prepared to enter the world with all the
tools to live a productive and fulfilling life.
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Fun
Learning is more effective when its fun - If a youngster
finds ice hockey a positive, fun-filled game, then they will
want to come back again.

Players of all ages enjoy ice hockey more
when it is fun. This is the reason they will
continue playing the game for years.

Safe
Combined with the values of Fair 
Play and Respect  players learn to 
respect the safety of their 
opponents.

Body checking is not allowed at 
beginner levels and fighting is not 
permitted at all. Good protective 
equipment is worn, so injuries are 
rare. 

Proper coaching ensures that the 
correct techniques are learnt for 
giving and receiving contact.
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Fair Play and Respect
For all participants in the sport:
players, teammates, opponents,
game officials, team staff and
parents, this is the message for
all

Fair Play and Respect are essential 
life skills to be taught to children and 
are important at all times, whether it 
be at home, at the rink or at school
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Family culture

Ice hockey is a great sport to play 
and  also watch! There are many 
opportunities to meet new people 
and make new friends. It is a sport 
where the whole family is 
encouraged to enjoy the game 
together
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IIHF is made up of 69 nations with almost 2 million 
players of every race, creed, colour, sex and age

Inclusive

2010 IIHF Women‘s Hockey Development Camp

252 participants from 36 nations

2009 IIHF Boy‘s Hockey Development Camp

427 participants from 50 nations
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Teamwork
Nothing is better than being part of a team.

We are social creatures who prefer belonging to a group and
to function normally we must work together with our friends
and colleagues.

In ice hockey children make friends
while:

 learning about sharing

 working together and cooperating

 building trust

 striving for a common goal
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Discipline

Players learn personal discipline such as 
timekeeping, accepting instructions and consistent 
hard work in learning the skills of the game  

They also discover the importance of keeping their 
cool in frustrating situations and controlling their 
levels of anxiety
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Development
Of all areas and aspects of the player:

 Physical 

 Mental

 Emotional

 Psychological 

 Social 

 Educational
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Issues
1. Cost

 Clubs and associations are keeping the costs down

 Used and beginner equipment is available

2. Never skated or seems like difficult skills

 Children can and will learn the skills as they play

 Skills are taught progressively 

3. Aggressive

 Non-checking at youngest ages

 Fighting is not allowed
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Equipment

Skates - most important piece of equipment
 The Skates should be the same size as the players shoes
Gloves
 Should absorb all shock and fit hands snugly 
Helmet
 Should fit the players’ head but not too tight
 Loosen, Put on head, Push together, Tighten
Stick
 With  skates on, the stick should reach just the chin 
 Junior sticks should be used for younger players

The Golden Rule: the equipment must fit properly, be in 
good condition and be well maintained 
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Learn to Play Program

 Is an entry-level player development program

 Teaching young children the skills of ice hockey

 The goal is to teach these skills while creating an 
enjoyable environment for the player 

 Emphasis is on fun and participation for all

 Based on the cross-ice practice and playing model

In addition to ice hockey specific skills, the Learn to Play 
Program encourages the development of valuable life skills 
that all children can take into their everyday life.


